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Introduction 1
This paper analyses the growth of GDP p.c. across functionally defined metropolitan regionsrepresented as Functional Urban Regions (FURs -see section 2) -in the EU of 12 between 1978 and 1994. We have two purposes: the first is to test some propositions about sources of urban growth derived as tightly as possible from underlying theory. The second -prompted by Hendry and Krolzig (2004) -is to explore the application of general to specific model selection (using the PcGets software) when applied to spatial cross sectional data. Being primarily designed for time series analysis, PcGets does not consider issues of spatial dependence. We find that this could lead to inconsistent estimates unless the General Underlying Model (GUM) data set includes variables specifically designed to reflect appropriate spatial economic mechanisms. When suitable variables are included in the GUM, however, we find that PcGets selects a specific model including them and problems of spatial dependence are eliminated. In contrast to the more orthodox spatial dependence literature (see, for example, Montouri, 1999 or Florax et al., 2003) we view indicated problems of spatial dependence as signs of omitted variables in the underlying GUM -the data set does not include variables underlying one of the significant classes of relationships. This should prompt researchers to re-specify their models finding suitable (spatial) variables to reflect the economic mechanisms giving rise to the spatial dependence. The need for such an approach is, in our judgement, re-enforced by the fact that we only find indications of spatial dependence when the spatial weights matrix is formulated in an economically meaningful way, including a specific and substantial distance penalty for spatial interactions across national borders.
A difference from Hendry and Krolzig (2004) is that we do claim inference for our final models. We fully recognise the set of conditions they identify 2 which, in principle, have to hold if the traditional cross sectional growth models are to be used for inference. We would, however, argue that i) it is inappropriate to invoke such conditions in a categorical sense. In actual applied econometrics the issue is not an absolute one but one of degree. No specification can claim a priori to satisfy conditions for inference if for no other reason than that the DGP is fundamentally unknown; as applied economists, we inevitably rely on theory and knowledge to guide us to the best approximation we can specify. It is inevitably a matter of judgment (conditioned on the knowledge 1 The authors have benefited from many discussions with colleagues as this work has developed. The authors retain responsibility for any remaining deficiencies or errors. This paper draws on work undertaken for a project within the ESRC's Cities Initiative under Award L 130251015 whose support is gratefully acknowledged.
2 "The validity of a selected model depends primarily on the adequacy of the general unrestricted model (GUM) as an approximation of the data generating process (DGP). In turn, that involves the measurement accuracy of the data series, the representation of the underlying causal effects, the completeness of the information (both variables and observations), the homogeneity of the sample; the independence assumptions justifying regression; the weak exogeneity of the regressors (instruments); and the constancy of the parameters across the observations. Every one of these assumptions is open to legitimate doubt in the 'growth regressions' context." (Hendry and Krolzig, 2004 , page 800)
we have) whether the proposed specification can be accepted as an adequate approximation of the (unknown) DGP. The relevant question is always: in the particular case, is the departure from the ideal with respect to all conditions sufficient to raise serious doubts as to the use of the model for purposes of inference? While sharing a substantial degree of scepticism with respect to the great bulk of the 'growth regressions' literature, it is our judgement that its majors sources of problems lies with the application of the methodology to cross country analysis (in which case there is a serious doubt about both the homogeneity of the sample and the accuracy of the data) and cross regional analysis when those regions are neither economically self contained nor homogeneous. With respect to the other conditions we have simply done our best but would argue that by using large urban regions in relatively homogeneous Western Europe as our units of observation and attempting to include data informed as clearly as possible by urban economic theory, we minimise (but do not categorically eliminate) the departure from the ideal conditions necessary for inference to be valid. With that admission, it is clear that when we move from drawing conclusions about the need to include spatial processes in cross sectional analysis to drawing conclusions with respect to hypothesis testing we cross a line and need to be more cautious in our claims.
In a previous paper (Cheshire and Magrini, 2006) , we tested the extent to which it is reasonable to assume that there is a unified European urban system within which there is enough factor mobility to generate a spatial equilibrium between cities and regions. Spatial equilibrium was defined in the usual way as a situation in which individuals cannot improve their welfare by moving to another city or region. We rejected such a 'compensating differentials' worldview as a maintained assumption for the EU's major city regions because the evidence not only shows that migration flows are relatively small but those associated with quality of life differences are confined to national borders. In that sense, city-regions within the EU seem to behave like city-states, not as simply the spatial units from which a homogeneous continental economy is constructed. The central assumption of perfectly mobile factors and the equalisation of real marginal returns across cities explicit in models of compensating variations (see Roback 1982 or, for a more recent application to US urban growth, Glaeser et al., 1995) cannot reasonably be maintained in the European context. This implies that differences in GDP per capita between the major city-regions of the EU not only reflect differences in productivity but also differences in welfare.
We must emphasise at the outset that we are not taking the convergence approach applied in the numerous studies in the vein of Barro (1990) and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1991) . Indeed the initial level of GDP per capita does not feature in any of the GUM data sets the analysis of which is reported in the paper although for completeness we did include it in an unreported analysis of a GUM1. The variable was not selected for any specific model. For recent surveys of the β-convergence literature see, for example, Durlauf and Quah, 1999; Temple, 1999; or Magrini, 2004. We are interested in testing theoretically derived ideas about urban growth. We have three groups of variables designed to test these hypotheses. The first group relates to the impact of systematic spatial effects of European integration on urban growth. Concern about the spatial effects of European integration go back at least to Clark et al (1969) and it is interesting to use as independent variables the quantitative measures actually derived by Clark and his associates before the impact of European integration was significantly felt. Interest in these factors has been given a significant boost as a result of the theoretical developments of New Economic Geography as summarised, for example, in Fujita et al., 1999 . In addition to the variable measuring Clark et al's (1969) change in regional economic potential associated with EU integration we have a 'peripherality' dummy.
The second group of variables we are interested in attempts to capture the role of R & D and human capital in urban growth processes. Here we are interested in testing a spatialised adaptation of endogenous growth theory (see Cheshire and Carbonaro, 1995 or, for a more rigorous development, Magrini, 1997 and . The third area we are interested in investigating is the relationship between systems of city government and city growth performance. If we suspend our disbelief and assume that local policies might influence FUR growth rates -abstracting for the moment from what form such policies might take -then it is clear that local policy makers would be producing a pure local public good. So, the relevant issue is what factors favour the formation of more effective growth promotion 'clubs'. Since our FUR boundaries (see Section 2) are by definition designed to maximise self-containment, any positive impact of local growth promotion will be contained with them. Here we test one of the basic propositions of fiscal federalism: that 'the existence and magnitude of spillover effects clearly depends on the geographical extent of the relevant jurisdiction' (Oates, 1999) . Moreover, the larger the main unit of government is relative to the FUR as a whole, the lower transactions costs are likely to be in forming a growth promotion club. So, we test whether there is a positive relationship between the degree of co-incidence of governmental boundaries with those of functionally defined city-regions and the growth performance of the city-region.
Since we are analysing urban growth in a cross sectional model we might reasonably expect to find interactions between the growth performance of neighbouring cities. As a result, we have paid particular attention to issues of spatial dependence. Spatial econometrics tends to exist as a distinct field of interest in which a finding of spatial dependence is often an end in itself -to be 'corrected' sometimes by introducing spatial lags or by other appropriate econometric techniques depending on the exact nature of the problem. Our views are somewhat different. It seems important to test for spatial dependence since, if it is present, and the analysis does not properly take it into account, we will not get consistent estimates of the effects of the variables we are interested in. However, it seems to us that the discovery of spatial dependence should trigger a further, but economically inspired, investigation. If, for example, a problem of spatial autocorrelation in the residuals is indicated this suggests there is a specification problem. Something which explains this pattern has been omitted and if the model is specified better then the problem should be resolved. Both theory and empirical evidence suggest that there are important spatial adjustment mechanisms and other spatially determined features of urban and regional economies. For example, labour markets and housing markets are likely to adjust to price and real wage differences in ways conditioned on some measure of accessibility. Both migration and commuting patterns are known to respond to spatial differences in economic opportunities -whether of money incomes or house prices -but the impact of a given differential in economic opportunities declines with distance. Theoretical and empirical investigations of agglomeration economies, human capital and innovation suggest there are important spatial aspects of these features of economies. These are possible sources of spatial interaction between cities' economies which, if not represented in the model, would plausibly show up as spatial dependence.
As the results reported below suggest, there seems to be some evidence in support for this view.
When we estimate growth models using a GUM which has no variables designed to reflect these spatial adjustment processes, tests show that the specific model selected embodies problems of spatial dependence. The conventional solution would be to fix the problem by including an appropriate (spatial) econometric procedure. However, deliberately including in the GUM variables designed to reflect specific spatial economic adjustment processes (which are a function of the distance between cities) allows PcGets to select a specific model for which there are no indications of spatial dependence.
In addition, the way in which the sensitivity of the models to measures of spatial dependence varies with the particular distance weights used provides, in our interpretation, insight into economic processes. Problems of spatial dependence only reveal themselves if an additional distance penalty to adjustment is included for national borders: this, we judge, tells one about the extent to which urban systems in Western Europe still adjust as a set of national urban systems rather than as a unified EU urban system.
The data
All the analysis is performed on a data set built up over a 25 year period relating to Functional Urban Regions (FURs) defined so far as possible according to common criteria across the EU of 12. For a detailed discussion of how the FURs we use were defined see Cheshire and Hay (1989) . The basic principle was to identify core cities using the criterion of at least 20 000 jobs. For each of these concentrations of employment, hinterlands were defined from which more commuters flow to the employment core than to any other, subject to a minimum cut off level of commuting. There are arguments both for and against using fixed boundaries. An argument against is that actual boundaries change over time as the location of employment and people changes. The impact of such changes has been investigated for a subset of 25 FURs in the course of an INTERREG IIB Project (GEMACA 2003) . Details are available from the authors but the range of changes in total population estimates for 1991 using first boundaries defined on 1971 employment and commuting then boundaries defined on 1991 data was mainly from 5 to 10 percent. London was an outlier with population some 35 percent greater on its 1991 patterns of employment location and commuting. Changes in estimated employment were always considerably smaller than for population. In practical terms we can anyway do no better than use the fixed if obsolescent boundaries. Re-estimating boundaries for all EU FURs would require resources on the scale of a National Statistical Office.
Germany has not had a population census since 1987 and uses its own labour market regions to collect most labour market data.
One of the variables most subject to distortion is GDP p. As defined, FURs correspond to the economic spheres of influence of significant employment concentrations and are relatively self-contained in economic terms. The variables used are identified in Table 1 which also indicates how the automated model selection procedures were structured. They are defined more fully in Appendix Table 1 which also provides a brief description of how they were 4 This potential for distortion is used for political purposes. In 1988 when the criteria for regional assistance were defined and the threshold was set at 75% of the EU mean, the Dutch created a 'poor' region, Flevoland, by combining the suburbs of Amsterdam with the agricultural areas to the north. The British were not dissatisfied with the split of London into two regions in 1998. 5 The FUR of London used here was nearly 30% larger in population terms than the NUTS Level 1 region of Greater London. 6 A curious fact is that Bremen as a Hanseatic League state retained its historic independence so it is a Land -so a NUTS 1 regions. This is despite the fact that its territory is split between two separate enclaves and in 2001 its reported NUTS population was 660 000: while its estimated FUR population was 1 305 000. There is necessarily some imperfection and imprecision in the estimated data we use but they have the merit of relating to functionally defined city-regions which are so far as possible self contained in economic terms. This allows us to estimate our policy incentive variable. The FURs, all being large 7 FUR GDP p.c. was estimated from NUTS 3 data. To illustrate this process of estimation with the example of Bremen: the population of our FUR was divided between seven NUTS 3 regions for which we had Eurostat GDP p.c. data. In 1991, the proportionate distribution of Bremen's population between these NUTS regions was 0.4345, 0.1508, 0.1128, 0.0942, 0.0767, 0.0713 and 0.0597. These proportions were applied as weights to each of the seven NUTS regions' GDP p.c. to estimate the value of GDP p.c. for the FUR of Bremen. We also have the proportionate distribution of FUR populations between NUTS 3 regions as at 1981. The FUR data for any year were estimated using population weights calculated from national population censuses or registration data closest in time to that for which the Level 3 regions' data (e.g. GDP p.c.) related.
metropolitan regions, are also substantially more homogenous than either NUTS regions or countries, which is econometrically helpful; and they do not exhaust national territories. This last property allows us to calculate another useful variable -the rate of growth in the area of each country outside its major city-regions.
The 'artisanal' approach
The authors' first approach to testing the hypotheses relating to the role of European integration, human capital and R & D and arrangements for local government was a traditional 'artisanal' approach building on previous work (see Magrini. 2000 or 2006) . We found 'base models', then included the variables designed to test the three hypotheses; and then tested the resulting fitted models for a range of econometric problems critically including testing for spatial dependence. Such tests showed that while traditional standards for normality, functional form and heterskedasticity were satisfied, if the spatial weights matrix was formulated in an economically meaningful way (with an added time-distance penalty for interactions across national frontiers) problems of spatial dependence remained. While in this particular case these could be resolved by including a spatial lag and employing a maximum likelihood estimator, as noted above, this was not our preferred strategy. So, a significant effort was put into formulating variables designed to reflect known information on spatial adjustment processes. Such variables turned out to be significant and to resolve problems of spatial dependence.
This section very briefly explains the main variables used in this artisanal approach and summarises the results in order to be able to compare the results with those obtained using automated model selection with PcGets. As noted above, the independent variable was the annualised rate of growth of GDP pc in each FUR in the EU of 12 over the period 1979 to 1994, using the mean of the first and last three years as the start and end dates. The 'base model' then used a set of control variables relating to each FUR and the rate of growth of GDP pc over the same period in the areas of each country outside the major FURs.
The same control variables were used for industrial structure as had been used in previous work (see Cheshire and Magrini, 2000) . These detailed measures, relating to old resource-based industriescoalmining and ports -work better than broader measures of specialisation in industry and, moreover, make better sense in economic terms.
A measure of the rate of growth of GDP p.c. in the area of each country outside the major FURs is included as a control for national institutional, policy, incidence of the economic cycle and other factors associated with country-specific differences in growth rates over the period. Although national dummies have been the way in which this problem has frequently been handled in the growth regression literature dealing with regions it seemed to us both more elegant and powerful to use this continuous variable as well as more consistent with the underlying assumption that we were analysing a homogeneous sample 8 .
Besides being highly significant, a further point of interest is that it eliminates the significance of any measure of the initial level of GDP p.c.. Previous work has shown that both the significance and even sign of this commonly used variable were highly dependent on model specification (Cheshire and Carbonaro, 1995) and this confirms that result. This finding is one factor underlying our scepticism with respect to the many estimates of so-called β-convergence following Barro (1990) and Barro and Sala-iMartin (1991; 1992; . All the results of models which included the initial level of per capita income were unsatisfactory, with highly unstable co-efficient estimates associated with the variable and problems of collinearity.
Other controls included in the base model were designed to reflect as far as possible underlying (urban) economic theory and evidence. The log of population size is included with the expectation that larger cities will have grown faster in terms of GDP p.c. because of productivity gains in larger urban areas (see Costa and Kahn, 2000 for a convincing account of at least one important source of such productivity gains in larger cities). Dynamic agglomeration economies are another possible explanation.
Initial population density was included since, allowing for agglomeration economies, cities with higher density will have higher costs of space and greater congestion. A negative relationship is expected. In our judgement, initial population density is likely mainly to reflect differences between FURs in the constraint on urban land supply produced by land use regulation. Higher density, other things equal, signals a tighter constraint imposed on development. Topography and the inertia of inheritance embodied in the built environment no doubt contribute to differences in densities but probably less than land use policy which varies substantially both across countries and between cities in Europe.
We then move to independent variables designed to test our hypotheses. Our observational units represent sub-national economic regions, as economically self-contained as are likely to exist, so any impacts of local policy which influence the relative costs or competitiveness of economic agents (whether intended to stimulate local growth or not) will be confined to economic actors living or operating within them. Spillovers will be minimised and externalities internalised within our FURs.
Any local policy action which increases local growth involves the provision of a local public good: the benefits of growth are non-excludable and have a zero opportunity cost in consumption. This characteristic generates the usual problem of how 'local growth' may be generated. It is reasonable to think of any FUR as being made up of one or more administrative units and that a 'club' of administrative units (usually including private sector actors) will have to be formed to provide growth promotion policies: these are, in essence, what regional development agencies and lobby groups such as London First for example, are. They are local growth promotions 'clubs'.
It is also reasonable to assume that the largest unit within the FUR -the central unit -will always be a part of such a club, either alone or together with other administrative units, so the territory of a FUR is made up of two potential sets of governmental units: the policy club members and the group of nonparticipating units. Whether or not such growth promotion policies are engaged in will be conditioned primarily on the structure of the incentives faced by these governmental and other economic actors who may attempt to form a public/private consortium or 'growth promotion club'.
The expected gross payoff will be a direct function of the additional growth that a given club expects it can generate. Since a FUR's boundaries compared to any others that might exist for an urban areamost obviously political boundaries -contain the maximum proportion of any the benefits that might be generated by local growth promotion policies, for a given potential growth gain the expected payoff for any growth club will fall as the size of the territory falls in relation to that of the FUR within the boundaries of which the 'club' is located. This is because the spillover losses to areas of the FUR not represented in the club increase. Equally, assuming other factors are constant, the expected net payoff would fall as the transactions costs incurred to form the club increase. Transactions costs will be positively related to the number of relevant potential members and the institutional dominance of the lead actor (which we can assume will be a governmental unit). Thus expected net benefits will increase and costs fall as the size of the largest governmental unit increases relative to the size of the FUR.
Arguments such as these led Cheshire and Gordon (1996, page 389) to conclude that growth promotion policies would be more likely to appear and be more energetically pursued where 'there are a smaller number of public agencies representing the functional economic region, with the boundaries of the highest tier authority approximating to those of the region…'.
With these arguments in mind, it is possible to specify a variable closely reflecting this feature of FURs:
the ratio of the total population of the largest (relevant) unit of government representing the FUR to the population of the FUR as a whole. We are implicitly assuming this will be the governmental unit with the largest population, usually representing the central administrative unit of the FUR, but this is qualified by 'relevant': by which we mean that the governmental unit concerned must have significant powers of action. Even though it might be the largest NUTS region with a territory overlapping that of the London FUR, for example, the South East Region would not have been a 'relevant' governmental unit because it had essentially no powers 9 . The rules by which such 'relevant' local government units were identified were established before any models including the variable were estimated so that the variable could be defined blind of the data. The rules used are set out in Appendix 1.
We should stress that we do not conceive of growth promotion policies in the narrow sense in which their advocates often speak of them: as policies aimed at the direct attraction of mobile investment.
We have a much broader definition in mind. Such policies include: having a concern for efficient public administration so that uncertainty is reduced; making sure relevant infrastructure is provided and maintained; co-ordination between public and private investment; providing training which is relevant and effective; and ensuring that land use policies are flexible and co-ordinated with infrastructure provision and the demands of private sector investors. It could also involve giving a higher priority to output growth as opposed to equity or environmental outcomes. It need not involve spending more, even on infrastructure, so a simple measure of local expenditure is unlikely to be an appropriate measure of the efficacy of growth promotion efforts even were such a variable available.
Grand projects such, perhaps, as the Guggenheim museum in Bilbao, London's Millennium Dome or a trophy metro system in Toulouse -may be expensive but not productive; efficient public administration and reduction of uncertainty for private investment by rapid public decision-making, clearly defined land use policies and infrastructure planning, may cost less than their inefficient alternatives and be beneficial in terms of local growth.
Since any output of such policies is a pure local public good 10 it will be hard to impossible to exclude agents who have not contributed to the policy from any benefits the policy generates; and there will be a zero opportunity cost in consumption: if your rents rise so do mine and the increase in yours is not a cost to me; if your employment opportunities improve that, too, is not a cost to mine. The closer the coincidence in the boundaries of the governmental unit providing such policies with those of the economic region within which their impact is contained, the less will be the spatial spillovers to noncontributors. In addition, the larger is the central unit of government of an economically self-contained urban region relative to the size of that region as a whole, the lower will be the transactions costs in building a 'growth promotion' club.
We call this the policy incentive variable because it is designed to measure the incentive to implement policies promoting growth at the FUR level . Since one criterion used to select the 'relevant' governmental unit for each FUR was that it should have significant administrative and decision making powers, the Level 1 regions were potentially available for selection in European countries with a regional level of government. In practice, this meant that the value of the variable could range from only about 0.125 to over 2 (in Spain). We might further hypothesise that if the value of the variable were very high, so that the size of the 'relevant' unit of government substantially exceeded the size of the FUR, then the incentive to generate local growth promoting policies would begin to weaken. This is because the interests of the FUR would begin to be lost in those of the larger unit which might pursue policies favouring rural areas or smaller centres. If this were the case then we would expect to observe a quadratic functional form with a maximum positive impact where the value of the policy incentive variable was rather more than 1 but less than 2.
The concentration of the R&D facilities of large companies and of university students per employee (both measured for the start of the period analysed) are included to test for the influence on local growth of highly skilled human capital and specialisation in R&D. The theoretical reasons for focusing on these factors follow the analysis of Romer (1990) as adapted to a spatial context by, for example, Cheshire and Carbonaro (1995) and Magrini (1997; . There is an extensive literature on the role of human capital in economic growth and the tendency for innovation to be localised with respect to R&D so the inclusion of these variables requires little justification.
At least since the 1960s there have been arguments that (European) integration would have systematic spatial effects, economically favouring 'core' regions. An early empirical attempt to quantify such effects was embodied in the work of Clark et al., (1969) . More recently theoretical work by Krugman and Venables has produced formal models with essentially the same conclusions (see Fujita et al., 1999 , for a survey). The Integration Gain variable, is designed to measure the direct spatial impacts of European integration and is calculated from the work of Clark et al., (1969) supplemented with the estimates for the regions of Spain and Portugal provided by Keeble et al., (1988 11 Economic potential is a measure of the accessibility at any point to total GDP allowing for costs of distance including tariffs. For further discussion see Clark et al., 1969 As elaborated in Cheshire and Magrini (2000) the theoretical arguments as to why integration should favour core regions do not imply that the relationship measured for the 1980s or the 1990s should necessarily be linear with respect to the variable used here so a quadratic term was included.
As is well known a key problem in testing for spatial dependence compared to serial autocorrelation is the specification of the 'proximity' of one observation to another. There is no obvious basis upon which distance weights can be determined. As is often the reality with applied work, insight and experimentation are complementary. Our insight grew with experiment and tests were conducted using 28 different distance weight matrices. In this paper, we report only the results for which the greatest sensitivity was found and which seem most faithfully to represent underlying spatial processes. Full results are available from the authors. Measuring distance as the inverse of timedistance between FURs, using the standard road freight software, not only seems to represent 'proximity' in the most economically meaningful way but always provided more measured sensitivity to spatial dependence than distance measured as the crow flies or as road kilometres. In Tables 2b, 3b and 4b, we report results for two formulations -the inverse of time-distance and the inverse of time-distance squared.
An innovation, however, is that we have also included an additional 'time-distance penalty' if FURs are separated by a national border. This partly reflects recent work reported in Cheshire and Magrini (2006) which found that there was adjustment within countries but not between them to differences in quality of life. The implication is that national borders in Europe still represent substantial barriers to spatial adjustment. Border time-distance costs from zero to infinity were experimented with and the results were generally most sensitive if it was implicitly assumed a national border represented a time-distance of 600 minutes.
If we look at the test results reported in Tables 3b and 4b , which include specifications in which we expect to find problems of spatial dependence, we see that if no time-distance penalty is included for national borders it is easy to conclude that there are no problems of spatial dependence. Such problems are only indicated for the simplest specifications using restricted GUMs -Models 1a and b.
Equally results seem most sensitive to spatial dependence if distance is measured as the square of the inverse of time-distance .
As noted above the authors' preferred approach is not to attempt to resolve problems of spatial dependence with the technical fix but rather to interpret such test results as indicating an underlying problem of omitted variables. We should not expect the growth behaviour of a FUR to be independent of that of its neighbours. The most obvious reason is the literature on labour market search behaviour. If productivity, wages or job opportunities are relatively improving in one urban area then those who can access those opportunities at the lowest cost -who live nearest -will tend to do so. Migration is expensive but changes in commuting patterns respond to only small differences in opportunities (see, for example, Lamont, 1982 or Morrison, 2006) . We should expect that if a FUR's growth rate were negatively influenced by a concentration of unemployment in it at the start of the period then a concentration of unemployed in closely surrounding FURs would also have a negative impact. Given the possibility of job search in surrounding nearby labour markets we would expect higher unemployment not to be just localised, moreover, but in densely urbanised regions, we would expect unemployment rates for workers of comparable skill levels to even out between neighbouring FURs. Since job search areas and commuting distances of the less skilled (proportionately more strongly represented among the unemployed) are relatively shorter we should also expect the influence of localised unemployment to be relatively short range.
Similarly the literature on the spatial pattern of innovation shows a distance decay effect, with patents tending to be applied more frequently nearer to the location of the patent and innovation rates declining with distance. So the impact of R&D with respect to innovation is subject to a distance decay effect (see for example Audretsch, 1998) . This implies that we should expect R&D in one urban area to have some positive differential impact on innovation and growth in neighbouring urban areas compared to more distant urban areas. Such mechanisms, leading to systematic spatial dependence in the growth rates of FURs, will depend on the costs of commuting and perhaps communication. It, therefore, seems not only most appropriate to formulate these 'spatial' variables so that their impact declines with distance but also to include a specific time-distance penalty for national borders. We in fact experimented with alternative distance decay and national border factors but the best results were obtained using essentially the same formulae as employed to calculate the spatial weights matrix. The impact of unemployment and R&D on growth performance in neighbouring FURs was assumed to decline with the inverse squared of time-distance and be subject to a 600 minute national border time-distance penalty. For unemployment, an upper cut-off of 60 minutes and for R&D of 150 minutes was applied before adding the national border penalty. These spatial variables were calculated for all FURs by adding the observed value of the variable in FUR i to that observed in FUR j-n discounting by time-distance.
The third 'spatial' variable is the relative concentration of university students in neighbouring FURs at the start of the period. Here we expect a negative impact on growth in a particular FUR of a stronger relative concentration of university students at the start of the period in neighbouring FURs; and we also expect the distance over which such an effect would be measured to be longer than with unemployment.
While a higher stock of unemployed within a tightly clustered set of urban areas should be expected to contribute to lower growth in all of them because of the way in which local labour markets work to even out unemployment rates for workers of given skill levels between areas open to commuting 12 , the same is not true of a higher relative stock of university students in surrounding FURs at the start of the period.
Here, there is no tendency for their distribution to be evened out by the operation of local labour markets: rather a higher stock within a given FUR at the start of the period represented a resource for future growth over the study period. A concentration of workers embodying greater human capital is associated with faster growth over the subsequent period in the FUR in which they are found. Not only should this be expected to increase the growth performance of the FUR (captured in our direct University Student variable) but also the additional growth will increase relative job opportunities and tend to suck in complementary labour including high human capital labour from surrounding FURs over the study period. Since the commuting range of higher skilled workers is greater, we should expect this effect to be measurable over a longer distance than was the case with unemployment. The best results were obtained if the cut off was set at 150 minutes to which was again added a 600 minute national border time-distance penalty.
The final 'spatial' variable was a dummy for peripherality. There has been much discussion in the literature of the impact of peripherality. We have already accounted for the impact of European integration via our Integration Gain variable but regions deemed peripheral may have common features (such as lower factor costs for example) and also have tended to be recipients of regional aid from the EU. Although the impact of such aid has been questioned (see, for example, Midelfart and Overman, 2002, or Fratesi and Rodriguez-Pose, 2004) still it is unlikely to have been systematically negative. To avoid subjective judgements about what regions are -or are not -peripheral this is formulated simply in terms of time-distance from Brussels; any FUR 600 minutes or more from Brussels is classified as peripheral.
Tables 2a & 2b about here
There was no theoretical basis on which to select the value of the cut-off thresholds for any of these 'spatial' variables. They were determined by a combination of knowledge of the empirical literature on, for example, spatial labour markets and by experiment. In all cases the selected cut-offs worked best in an empirical sense: either in the case of formulating the distance weights matrix to test for spatial dependence, they tended to produce the greatest sensitivity to tests; or, in formulating 12 Although FURs are defined to be as self contained in commuting terms as possible where they are tightly packed (for example in the Ruhr region of Germany) it is virtually zero cost for a worker living on the edge of any FUR to change to commute to the neighbouring FUR(s).
variables to represent spatial processes, they produced the best results both in terms of significance and in terms of eliminating indications of spatial dependence. The final test results for the two 'artisanal' models reported in Table 2a , are shown in Table 2b . There are no signs either of classic econometric problems such as heteroskedasticity or non-normality of errors nor of spatial dependence. The models perform well and provide evidence consistent with the hypotheses we were interested in testing.
Results of automated model selection
As Hendry and Krolzig (2004) observe, the use of an appropriate algorithm to select a specific model does not absolve the researcher from the normal precautions and judgements needed: but it saves a lot of time and makes model selection less subjective. In this section, we report the results of applying such model selection procedures to the present data set, informed by our experience with a traditional, artisanal approach. We have two aims: the first is to see whether the best artisanal models are, or are close to, those which emerge from a sophisticated automated selection procedure. We should say that while our artisanal models benefited in our judgement from experimentation, they
were not data mining in anything like the sense that is implied by Sala-i-Martin's 1997 claim to have run 'two million models'. While our variables were limited by data availability, we spent considerable efforts in trying to construct specific variables to test particular hypotheses and our choice of models was always guided by a view of underlying causal processes. The second aim is to test that model selection process in an application to cross sectional data where we would expect there to be underlying mechanisms generating spatial dependence. This later aim is met by a twostage process in specifying the GUM indicated in Table 1 . In the first, we exclude all those variables we had defined to try to reflect underlying spatial mechanisms, select a specific model, and then test for problems of spatial dependence. We then extend the set of variables in the GUM to include all the 'spatial' variables to see i) if such variables are selected by PcGets and ii) -if they are -whether the resulting best model is now free of problems of spatial dependence.
As recognised in Krolzig (2001 and 2004) it is not always appropriate to simply throw all possible variables into the GUM and select the resulting model. For convenience we organised our data into the four groupings reported in Table 1 : these were designed to explore 1) all the main economic variables included in the artisanal models; 2) then the use of country dummies as well asor instead of -our non-FUR growth variable; 3) the role of additional variables available to us which we had not included in our data set for deriving the artisanal models; and then 4) as noted above, the full set of data except the country dummies which Models 2a and 2b showed not to be satisfactory, plus all the 'spatial variables'.
The results are set out in Tables 3a and 4a while the tests results are in Tables 3b and 3c . Models 1a and 1b provide essentially the same results as the artisanal models do for all variables but in particular for three of those designed to test our main hypotheses. The Integration Gain variable, since it relates to spatial processes, is only included in GUM4 but the specific models 1a and 1b include our measures of highly skilled human capital and R&D facilities per employee and also our policy incentive variable. This latter is included in both linear and quadratic form but there is only weak evidence on which to select a quadratic form. The regression test results reported in Table 2b , however, show that while there are no real signs of non-normality of errors or heteroskedasticity, whenever a border distance penalty is included in estimating the distance weights matrix, problems of spatial dependence emerge. For a priori reasons and on the basis of these results, the national dummies are excluded from subsequent GUMs but GUM3 then includes a set of climatic variables. There is substantial multicolinearity between these but it appears that warmer weather is associated with slower economic growth. Over the range of observations, the functional form is almost linear although the specific model selected includes the squared version. Performance with respect to normality of errors and heteroskedasticity is acceptable although there continue to be indications of spatial dependence if a time-distance border penalty is included.
GUM4 now includes all available variables except national dummies. The selected models are shown in Table 4a as Models 4a and b. It will be seen that the selected models include the full set of 'spatial variables' included in our artisanal models and, from Table 4b , that all signs of spatial dependence are eliminated. The conclusion would seem to be, therefore, that in cross sectional investigations there are likely to be spatial economic mechanisms which need to be explicitly included. They are in the underlying data generating process. Moreover, if they are included the general to specific model selection algorithm embodied in PcGets will select them -thus eliminating the need to find ways of (spatial) econometric methods to obtain consistent estimates.
Thus, with one exception, the results obtained using appropriate methods of automated model selection support the artisanal results and also the claim in Hendry and Krolzig (2004) that their use frees up research time for more useful tasks than even traditional methods relying only lightly on data mining necessitate. The exception is the fact that the final selected models -4a and 4b -include climatic variables even when as full a range of 'spatial variables' as possible is included in the GUM. At first blush, it may not seem obvious why climate should systematically influence urban economic performance in any causal way; but drawing on the literature deriving from Roback (1982) and reviewed in Gyourko et al (1999) there is, in fact, a reasonable argument. A better climate will be capitalised into land prices and traded off by individuals against higher wages. In a previous and related paper (Cheshire and Magrini 2006 ) the present authors had, moreover, found that national climatic differences were very significant in explaining patterns of population growth and mobility between FURs within countries. There appeared to be a process of sorting between FURs, with concentrations of human capital and R&D facilities being negatively but not significantly associated with population growth, while a drier and warmer climate relative to a country's mean was strongly and significantly associated with population growth. This suggested that there was some selection process going on with people more motivated by quality of life and with lower skills tending to be differentially attracted to cities with a better relative climate. This implied, other things equal, that those more work and skill oriented -together with activities employing such labour -would find costs lower and welfare levels higher in FURs with relatively worse climates. Since this was a dynamic process -the dependent variable was a proxy for net migration -it would imply a faster rate of productivity and wage growth in FURs with climates worse than their countries' means. In essence, this is no more than the application of the insight that people who think they are likely to be unemployed anyway might as well live somewhere nice if there is a national system of welfare support.
Conclusions
One conclusion is, therefore, that by including variables reflecting theoretically relevant spatial adjustment mechanisms it is possible effectively to eliminate apparent problems of spatial dependence.
This supports our view that spatial dependence largely reflects model specification and if explicit spatial factors are included, such problems are resolved. Furthermore testing for spatial dependence is itself very demanding. It was only when the lessons of Cheshire and Magrini (2006) were applied, and a substantial time penalty for national borders was introduced into the distance weights matrix, that tests revealed any problems of spatial dependence.
These conclusions are confirmed using automated model selection methods. If appropriate variables representing underlying spatial adjustment mechanisms are included in the GUM, they are selected in the specific model and tests reveal no problems of spatial dependence. These variables reflecting spatial adjustment mechanisms were formulated specifically to reflect the lessons derived from experimentation with the choice of weights in constructing the spatial weights matrix. Each 'spatial variable' imposed the same border distance penalty of 600 minutes.
This in turn lends credibility to our judgement that our GUM4 is a sufficiently good approximation of the underlying data generating process that we can gain insight into causal processes from our best models. Both the artisanal best models and the two specific models 4a and b, produce essentially the same result. They provide support for the hypotheses identified in the introduction. There is evidence that local differences in human capital and R&D activity are important factors in explaining differential rates of urban economic growth and that European integration has had a significant impact in accelerating growth in core regions of Europe. There is also evidence, however, that at the same time, once we had offset for all other factors including the systematic impacts of integration itself, all peripheral regions were on average growing relative to the rest of the EU. Finally, there is new evidence supporting the conclusion that administrative and government arrangements for cities systematically influence their growth. Where there is a governmental unit approximating the economic boundaries of an economically self-contained city-region, growth is stronger, other things equal. This is consistent with the expectations relating to the promotion of growth as a local public good and the resulting advantage if spillover losses and transactions costs are minimised.
In this context, it should again be stressed that policies encouraging local economic growth are not conceived of as being particularly concerned with inward investment nor even, necessarily, with explicitly promoting growth at all. They may consist mainly of efficient local public administration, the avoidance of waste and a focus on activities that government at an urban level can effectively influence, such as the supply of skills or infrastructure planning, rather than redistribution. It is not possible to measure these factors comparably across the urban areas of the EU as a whole. Indeed, it is difficult to think of any general direct quantitative indicator. Work in the US, for example Rappaport 1999, has used measures of individual policies, such as expenditures on elementary and secondary school education. The variable used in the present paper seems justified on theoretical grounds but is an indirect measure, designed to reflect not the policies themselves, but the incentive for such policies to be generated. The significance of this variable is apparent even in a very simple model but more fully specified models and further testing confirm its statistical significance and provide some evidence of a quadratic functional form. This suggests that if the government unit is too large relative to the FUR concerned, the interests of the FUR may tend to get lost in those of the larger region.
The results also support the conclusion of Cheshire and Magrini (2006) . A compensating variations model across the whole territory of the EU of 12 is not appropriate because while adjustments do occur, they occur mainly within nations not across the EU as a whole. Here we find that indications of spatial dependence in the results are only observed if a substantial time-distance penalty is added where FURs are separated by national boundaries. On average results are most sensitive if national boundaries are represented by a penalty equivalent to 600 minutes travel time. The nature of our methodology, of course, does not allow us to discriminate so that is consistent with the barrier represented by a national border being greater in some contexts and less in others. The results reported in these papers taken together, however, lend support to the conclusion that in a European context of restricted labour mobility and continuing national border effects, income growth rather than population growth is a more appropriate indicator of improvements in welfare in a city.
The empirical results also provide support for the theoretical work of Magrini (1997; on the role of human capital in regional growth and its interaction with the effects of integration. In this, a plausible outcome of the process of European integration is that regional economic growth diverges temporally and the disparities in per capita income permanently increase rather than converge. Integration similar to that which has characterised recent European history is seen as a possible cause for the emergence of a new steady-state equilibrium characterised by a further concentration of research activities in the regions which were already relatively specialised in research. While the adjustment takes place through the spatial reallocation of unskilled labour and human capital, the average per capita income in the more innovative, relatively research-intensive region(s) grows at a faster rate than in the other region(s). At the same time 'unskilled' labour (and population) increases in the non-research specialised regions. This leads to a new steady-state distribution of per capita income characterised by an increase in spatial disparities. This may be stretching our results rather far but is consistent both with the significant positive impact of concentrations of R&D and highly skilled human capital and the significant negative effect of a better climate in explaining GDP pc growth.
The results do not identify an obvious lever policy makers could pull to change the outcomes observed.
It does not follow, for example, that if every city were given the same proportion of university students per employee they would all have grown at the same rate as the actually best endowed with universities did. While true that the differences in endowment with universities was one factor in explaining growth differences -and that helps understand what was going on -there is no necessary symmetry about the impact of giving all cities the same sized relative university sectors. It is probable that the unobserved characteristics of the cities with the highest ratios of university students were, and still are, different in important ways from cities with the lowest ratios; and were not independent of the concentration of universities in them. Nor is it possible to think in practical terms of providing all cities with equally high ratios of university students per employee and maintaining a constant quality of university students (and students who then disproportionately join the local labour force).
It is perhaps more plausible to think of the findings on the policy incentive variable as identifying a 'policy lever'. Local and regional government boundaries and functions could be restructured and, if an important element of the disadvantage FURs with fragmented local government structures face results from the problems of spillovers and transaction costs entailed in pursuing effective growth policies, the outcome should be more effective growth policies all round. A problem is that, of course, 'effective' local growth promotion policies at present, in circumstances in which not all city regions are equally well endowed with the incentive to develop them, may be significantly competitive and diversionary. Some local growth may be zero sum. The success of the successful may significantly be a function of the poor performance of the unsuccessful. It does not follow that all policies designed to promote local growth are zero sum, however. It is reasonable to expect that there could be net efficiency gains for the EU's urban system as a whole if government boundariesat least for the highest strategic tiers of local government -were aligned more closely with those reflecting economically relevant patterns of behaviour and spatial economic organisation. In England, the District was selected except in London where Inner London was used; in Scotland, the regions of Lothian and Strathclyde were taken and for Belfast the NUTS 1 region of Northern Ireland was the government unit identified.
The only case, then, for which no obvious rule was available, was that of London because of the abolition of London-wide government in the middle of the period. In 1985, local government powers were re-assigned down to the 32 boroughs and up to committees of boroughs and to central government. There were further changes to this system in the later part of the period when the Government Office for London was set up. The only stable unit of government relating to London was the City of London or the individual London boroughs but there was a regional authority -Greater London -for some of the period. The selection of Inner London -not really a governmental unit at all -represented no more than the most reasonable compromise. We tested alternatives and as might be expected, substituting the value for the largest borough or the GLC as a whole made no material difference to the results reported here. 1978-1979, 1978, (twenty-ninth edition) 
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